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2021.09 Highlights
Production

▪ Work order Structure refresh: Support to 
active/inactive operations

▪ WO Structure refresh: Resource can be changed after 
creating a time receipt

WMS integration
▪ Quality control setting by item master data
▪ From WMS 2021.09 the Beas I-Version is supported in 

receipt of batches or serial numbers.

Customizations
▪ Goods Receipt PO now supports 15 User fields for 

customization purposes.

WebApps
▪ WebApp Ext. GRPO now can display the document 

number and visual order (+1)

Installation
▪ Automatic Client installation improvement

Documentation
▪ Beas Dashboard documentation has been updated 

with the 2021.08 Beas documentation version to 
access comprehensive description of the latest Beas 
dashboards and the latest Calendar objects.
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Production
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WO Structure refresh: Control the behavior of inactive 
operations during the refresh process

In the Configuration wizard you can set if inactive operations should be 
inserted to the work order or not.
In the previous version Beas did not fully consider this option, e.g. the 
active/inactive state was not changed by the refresh process.

Now this has been implemented. Please check our documentation for 
the detailed setting scenarios of the “Apply inactive work sequence” 
parameter.

2021.09 RELEASE NOTES

1. When active, and the operation in the WO master data is set to inactive:
a) In case of Work orders without documents (time receipt), the operation is deactivated by this 
setting.
b) In case of Work orders with documents (time receipt), the operation is closed.

2. When inactive, and the operation in the WO master data is set to inactive:
a) In case of Work orders without documents (time receipt), the operation is deleted by this 
setting.
b) In case of Work orders with documents (time receipt), the operation is closed.

If a previously inactive operation is activated in the WO Master Data, it will be activated in the 
WO, or if it does not exist in the WO, it will be inserted.



Production
WO Structure refresh: Resource can be changed after 
creating a time receipt

NEW functionality:
In the past, an operation was not changed when a time 
receipt had already been created.
Now changes are applied from the master data if the 
operation is not closed.
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WMS integration
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Quality control setting by item master data

2021.09 RELEASE NOTES

WMS now supports Quality Status for Beas receipt 
processes per items.

If the WMS field  "Default Quality Status For Reception" 
for the item is empty, Beas reads the global parameter 
set in the Produmex WMS Organizational structure.



WMS integration
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From WMS 2021.09 the Beas I-Version is supported in receipt of batches or serial numbers

2021.09 RELEASE NOTES

Produmex WMS 2021.09 now supports Beas version-managed items in goods receipts for batches or serial numbers.

Produmex WMS 2021.09



WMS integration
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Documentation

2021.09 RELEASE NOTES

The Beas-WMS integration documentation 
has been updated and is now available on the 
following link:

https://help.beascloud.com/BEAS_WMS_integration/

https://help.beascloud.com/BEAS_WMS_integration/


WebApps
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WebApp Ext. GRPO now can display the document number and visual order (+1)

2021.09 RELEASE NOTES

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: Display the Document 
Number and Visual Order (+1) instead of SAP 
document codes.



Customization
Goods Receipt PO now supports 15 User fields for customization
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With Beas Script or Beas usability Package it's possible to 
insert new fields. New fields must be linked to free, not used 
fields which are available in this window.

PAST: In the past this was userfield1-5

NEW functionality:
Now 15 user fields are available.



Installation
Automatic Client installation improvement

SAP Add-On Manager: 

BEFORE: During automatic installation, the system always launched the x32 version of the installation also when the Client 
Installation was 64bit. 

NOW:  Beas executes the installer according to the client installation of the user, so if the user is in 64 bit, it calls the 64bit
installer, or 32bit if it is the case.
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Documentation
Beas Dashboards documentation

With the 2021.08 Beas documentation 
version, you can access a comprehensive 
description of the Beas dashboards. 

Check the description of the different 
modules, tabs and all the grids showing 
production time information, capacity 
utilization, production planning and 
analysis, quality control, maintenance and 
many more.

2021.09 RELEASE NOTES
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Documentation
B1Up Integration documentation

New calendar object in B1UP about Beas 
scheduling

It is possible to filter for specific resources 
on the “Resource” filter and see the 
resource scheduling in the same formats as 
the complete scheduling (per day, week, or 
month). 
Additionally, the scheduling can be 
transformed into a work plan when 
selecting the “Agenda View” option.

2021.09 RELEASE NOTES
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Documentation
Beas Dashboards

New Maintenance calendar object

The Maintenance Calendar is a tool that gives 
you complete visibility over the company’s 
maintenance orders, highlighting each order 
according to its current status.

- Same as Outlook calendar – detail 
maintenance orders per 
hours/days/weeks/months

Check details in our documentation!
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Read before install
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Beas is increasing the control at the terminal license to align with the correct terminal license definition. 
In the previous releases, the licensing check system did not verify correctly the running terminals 
against the licenses sales model in place for Beas for more than 10 years. See our documentation:
http://www.beascloud.net/docs/help/online_eng/index.html?terminallicense.htm

2021.09 RELEASE NOTES

Terminal licenses are managed by concurrence of users: it is recommended that webapps users logout, since it frees the license 
for another user to use it, instead of just closing the browser, in which case the license remains in use for a few more minutes.
It is recommended that shopfloor terminals have terminal licenses assigned by workstation, thus ensuring the availability of 
licenses in these terminals. For question and answer about terminal license, please see :https://support.boyum-it.com/hc/en-
us/articles/360018756418
Make sure to assign only the apps that the user really uses for each personnel in the authorization group, because for every login 
all terminal licenses related to the user’s authorization will remain in use during his session.
Please consider when a concurrent license is not available, it will be displayed as gray when the user logs in. Before this was not 
visible.

The Work order refresh button was disabled by default since version 2021.03 If the customer uses this functionality, it can be 
activated in the Configuration wizard.

http://www.beascloud.net/docs/help/online_eng/index.html?terminallicense.htm


Your voice matters
We design solutions for people. 
Join our community now!

Collaborate with product suggestions 
and vote for the feature requests you 
most like.

boyum-solutions.com/community

YOUR VOICE MATTERS
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https://support.boyum-it.com/hc/en-us/community/topics?utm_source=Roadmap&utm_medium=PPT&utm_campaign=2019Q1RoadmapbeasManufacturing&utm_term=Roadmap
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